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If you grabbed a quiz from Form Shop & Studio, turn right out of the shop 
towards the tidal barrier and away you go...

Q1. In the 14th century, at the southern arm of the town wall, what was the 
postern called? 

 

Q2. Grimsby Q2. Grimsby Lane, Johns Place, Snells Entry, Barricks Place, Kings Court, 
Church Lane and Nags Head Entry. Which is the odd one out? 

 

Q3. How many references are there to lions on the exterior of the Lion & Key? 

 

Q4. Which other city can you drink in on Scale Lane? 

 

Q5. Which poet has written to tourists in HepwortQ5. Which poet has written to tourists in Hepworth’s Arcade? 

 

Q6. In what year was Trinity House rebuilt? 

 

Q7. The Land of Green Ginger is home to England's smallest what? 

 

Q8. Who is stood, overlooking Quay Street? 

  

Q9. According to Solar Gate, what time relates to Philip Larkin? 

 

Q10. Who unveiled the statue of Queen Victoria? 

 

Q11. How many ships are on the mural at the end of King Edward Street?

 

If you picked up your quiz from White Rabbit Chocolatiers, turn left out of the 
shop towards Carr Lane and begin...

Q1. How many lamps are there in the Paragon Arcade walkway?
 

 

Q2. How many times is Punch's face represented on The Punch Hotel?

 

Q3. Q3. At Beverley Gate, Sir John Hotham denied King Charles I entry to the city. 
But what position did Sir John hold?

 

Q4. Built in 1797, what was the name of Hull's Custom House for nearly 100 
years?

 

Q5. The Memorial To Lost Trawlermen refers to them as “Three Day              ”?

  

Q6. Furley & Co. are based in buildings from which part of the UK?

 

Q7. Hull's new footbridge is named after Dr Mary Murdoch, who opened Hull’s 
first what?

 

Q8. The horizontal steam engine was relocated to its current home in which Q8. The horizontal steam engine was relocated to its current home in which 
year?

 

Q9. How many Cats are there on Martin's Alley?

 

Q10. How many pineapples are on the wall of the gallery?



Brought to you by Hull’s
newest marketing agency...

So, you think you’re up for the challenge?
Covering a 4.5km route around the city centre, this quiz will take in 
some of Hull’s best-known sights, snaking through its rich independent 
shopping culture and making you look closer at things you may not 
have spotted before.

Here’s how it works...
Although the quiz is split into two sections, the trail is one big looAlthough the quiz is split into two sections, the trail is one big loop. So, 
you can start at any point and even pick it back up at a later date if you 
don’t finish it all in one go.

The questions are in order. By following the map in an anti-clockwise 
direction, you will find all the answers on the route.

You won’t need to do anything physical, like climbing or lifting, but you 
might need some cryptic thinking.

PParagon Arcade, Zebedee’s Yard, Hepworth’s Arcade and Trinity Market 
are all included on the route, so please be aware of their opening 
times.

For a chance to win a Hull-themed prize, send your answers to 
quiz@differentresonance.co.uk by Monday 6th September 2021.

In the case of a tie break, please also include an answer to the In the case of a tie break, please also include an answer to the 
following question. How many steps did a member of our team take 
when walking the route? 

And that’s it - best of luck! We hope you enjoy exploring the city safely. 
If you get the chance, make sure to support local businesses around 
the trail and be respectful of any COVID regulations in place.


